Undergraduate Research Opportunity

PROJECT

Peace with Other: Violence, Hatred, and Possibilities of Coming Together

Prof. Chad Haines
Religious Studies

This project, “Peace with Other: Violence, Hatred, and Possibilities of Coming Together,” provides assistance for a volume of essays for which Dr. Haines is co-editor. The project explores diverse ways the Other is imagined as a threat and various ways such a divisive Othering can be overcome. Chapters in the book focus on migrants and refugees, minorities, gender and sexuality, as well as non-human others. Dr. Haines' own contribution is on Islamophobia in the United States, right-wing extremists, and conspiracy theories focused on religious minorities.

STUDENT

Research assistant’s duties:
The student will assist with researching for a compilation of essays.

Required skills or qualifications:
English, familiarity with bibliographical research tools (jstor, etc.), open access to various social media platforms to browse

Skills student will acquire:
Advanced bibliographical research skills